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Targeting Late July 22-30th Possible First Call 

No one knows the day and the hour except the Father, but 

nowhere in the scriptures say that no one knows the month and 

the boundary of the month. It is always the late part of the month, 

because 2016 Hanukkah is a late month boundary, 2016 

Passovers were late months’ boundaries, 2015 first and second 

Pentecost were both late months’ boundaries.  

2016 Hanukkah is perfect because Kislev 24 exactly matches 

December 24, and starting exactly on the day of Christmas! It 

ends on January 1, 2017 as 7777 Pentecostal connection, for the 

number 1 equals to 7 because Tishri starts the first month in 

Jewish Rosh Hashanah. 2015 Pentecost in May 24 was a core 

marker that MUST be used, because it is matching Genesis 5:24; 

Enoch’s birthday on Sivan 6-7 who represents the birth/ 

transformation of the Bride of CHRIST. Therefore, before 

October 2016/ Jewish year 5777 comes, things must happen to 

include 2015/ Jewish year 5776 to combine this transformation 

code 67. 2015-2016 itself is a 67 because on the wheel, it points 

to Sivan and Tammuz (3:00 & 4:00), which is June and July. 

Therefore, 2016 Passovers, Purim, the Fifth Blood Moon are all 

located in the late part of the month for the Pentecostal boundary 

that can equalize a Pentecostal date to an extensive boundary by 

Hanukkah, for the miracle of one-day oil sufficed for eight days. 

Late July is the maximum boundary to fit into the untimely figs 

season according to Revelation 6:13 and Song of Solomon 2:13, 

because around mid-August to mid-September would be the time 

of the figs harvest in Israel. This is the time of 6666-7777 pattern 

according to the 5th blood moon in March 23, 2016 that made up 

the number 6666 because there were 4 of 6 months of intervals 

between the blood moons from 2014-2016. In September 16, the 

number 66666 will occur, which will mismatch the 4 digits’ place. 

Therefore, the First Call and Sixth Seal must be before August. 



According to the first new moon delay back in 2015, it was 

supposed to happen in mid-September but turned out to happen 

in mid-October 14th exactly a month. This creates a very 

fascinating misalignment of the calendars, and therefore July is 

to be seen as the real June, and August is to be seen as the real 

July. This is being backed up by Genesis 6-8, where in Genesis 6 

mentioned of the number 120, and Genesis 7 mentioned of the 

number 150, and Genesis 8 also mentioned of the number 150. 

In the wheel, the number 120° points to July direction, the 

number 150° points to August direction. This is showing that 

June’s identity is delayed to July, and July’s identity is delayed to 

August. This creates another fascinating misalignment again.  

The number 120 is therefore repeats twice in July and August, 

and it is a number representing the maximum tolerate of GOD 

against the wickedness of the world, meaning judgment must 

come. The number 120 + 120 = 240, echoing to the 240th 

birthday of America on July 4th, 2016. The number 7777 is 

associated with America, because 7 of 4 is 7777. America is a 

Pentecostal country consisting of 50 states. Back in June 12th, 

2016 was the first Pentecost of 2016, and there was a mass 

shooting in Orlando Pulse night club that killed 50 people. This is 

an obvious sign of the connection with the rainbow covenant of 

Genesis’ worldwide flood. What had happened in the beginning 

is a pattern for what is going to happen at the end.    

The number 122 is highly associated with Pi, because 22 ÷ 7 is 

the approximate number of Pi. The start Pentecostal boundary of 

the July 22 mimics Pi. Pi sounds like pie for a reason, because 

the infilling of the ingredients is an analogy of the infilling of the 

HOLY SPIRIT. It touches the bottom first when you pour the 

ingredients to the pie shell, meaning that those who humble 

themselves shall be exalted. Pi is the 16th Greek alphabet 

echoing to the year 2016 as the transformation Pi year. 



During the time of July points to Tammuz, which is the number 

47—4 of 7 is 7777. This is backed up by Genesis 4 delay, where 

the number 666 (3 murders were involved against the 6th 

commandment) and East appeared, and the number 666 comes 

from June plus Sivan that points to East! Since 3 of 6 is 666, thus 

this is confirming the delay of Sivan; the real June during the time 

of July. The numbers 666 and 7777 together create a meaningful 

outcome, having 666 representing the mark of the beast; the 

Great Tribulation, and 7777 representing the transformation of 

the Bride of CHRIST. Abel’s flock was our Passover lamb, and 

July is back to April 22-30th exactly the first Passover of 2016 by 

flipping back a quadrant. East is very important, because it is 

where the sun comes from. This is the festival of lights, even 

though Hanukkah starts in December, but through the 3-crosses 

method it is possible to equalize December and June together, 

which creates a rainbow too. From the West to East—when 

darkness meets the light echoing to Psalm 103:12. It is also the 

word NEW from North, East and West that it was encompassing.  

July was named after Julius Caesar! What a confirmation to 

relate the ides of March/ Sivan with July, since Julius died on 

March 15th. Combining June and July is the transformation 

number 67. June and July as 67 is a Pi number, because MN 

exploded is 67, and in the dual alphabetical system 13, 14 

belong to the letters MN. It is gobsmacking when these months 

were put into analysis—through its addition Sivan + June = 9, 

and Tammuz + July = 11, Sivan x June = 18, and Tammuz x July 

= 28! This is unbelievable! The number 1828 is referring to Psalm 

18:28 Hanukkah transformation. Julius Caesar is linked to 

JESUS CHRIST, because both names start with the letters JC. 

JESUS represents the Bride because both are crucified. The 

number 3 is pivotal, for it is the number of the fall in Genesis 3.  

The 6 days of creation was a “completion”, and the 7th day of rest 

from creation was a “completion”. 67 is thus a “completion”.  



The sign of Jonah; the 3 days of worldwide darkness was hinted 

not only back in November 28th, 2013 comet ison, but also 

January 21-29th, 2016 Jonas extreme snowstorm in the US 

central to East region. This was a marker for July, as it is back to 

January by the 3-crosses method. The family of July’s cross is 

April, October and January. If July equals to April and October 

backward-forward, and if January equals to April and October 

backward-forward, then July and January are equalized. What an 

irony that there are 3 crosses on the wheel like JESUS and the 

two thieves who were nailed to the 3 crosses.  

July is a new beginning, because it comes back to January. The 

two new years of the Jewish calendar in 2015 were March and 

October, and in 2016 was April and in the coming October. July 

is now back to April back a quadrant—the new year of Nissan! 

Since April is delayed as May’s identity, August is also a new 

year. October is associated with March and April, because both 

are new year, and since the number 10 is Pentecostal as it hits to 

50 minutes’ direction at 22:00 (meaning the end). 

During the time of July and August consist a lot of Pentecostal 

connection 7777. To break it down, July itself is 7777, February 

2016 itself is 7777, April itself is 7777, September to November 

2015 itself is 7777, November to December 2015 itself is 7777, 

and May 2015-2016 itself is also 7777. All fit perfectly below: 

July August 

July 7777 2016 February 7777 

April 7777 2015-2016 May 7777* 

 

July – Tammuz and July overlaps 4 of 7 is 7777 

April – Nissan and April overlaps 4 of 1 is 1111 as 7777 

February – Shevat occurred twice in upper & lower part of the 

Jewish month by delay plus original is 1111 as 7777 

May – 5/24/15 to 5/22/16 is 365 days on the 4th Sunday is 7777  



July and April together even just the look of these months 47 is 

also a Pentecostal 7777. August hits at 25 minutes’ direction at 

5:00 Av on the wheel, even May direction was Lyar and May 

together, and the chart above shows the Pentecostal February 

and May together as well. Remember in Matthew 25, the parable 

describes about the foolish virgins without a full-oil lamp—it is not 

by coincidence that April’s fool day also points to July as it is 

flipped backward a quadrant. Julius Caesar died in 44BC 

referring to April repeating twice, bringing the meaning of April to 

August. It is also 77 at the same time, because July is delayed to 

August being July. This is giving clue to the meaning of 3Pi. Pi 

itself is also 77 when it is exploded as T + T, as T is 7. 

In late July, CERN’s 2016 schedule is the time of machine 

development. Their website explains that they will prepare the 

nominal, test beams for the LHC in the LHC injector chain, 

testing new hardware or new tools foreseen for LHC, preparing 

the high intensity beams for CNGS, improving the beam 

performances for operational beams; to understand beam 

physics, and preparing the machines for new modes of operation 

for physics. CERN is the marker of when it will hit America, which 

will kick off the events surrounding the First Call and Sixth Seal. 

Since America was hinted by Nepal’s impact zones from 2015. 

The 5th blood moon has happened during March 23rd, 2016. This 

is related to the second Pentecost and Yom Kippur, because 

March 23rd is roughly to be seen as June 23rd—by going forward 

a quadrant. It is also roughly September 23rd of 2015 Yom 

Kippur. This was 2015 second Pentecost from June 23-24th. 

According to Revelation 6:12, from June 12-13th, 2016 was the 

first Pentecost, but it is also linked to 2015 because now we are 

still in 5776. Since the delay pushes late June to late July, both 

March 23rd and June 23rd will be with July 23rd. During this time in 

late July will be the time of the blood moon from March 23rd, 

matching Revelation 6:12 even though it would not be literal.   



May 24 and May 22 are linked together, because by using 

Genesis 5:23 counting 365 days from May 24, 2015 to May 22, 

2016 is 365 days. Both of them were on the 4th Sunday 7777. 

Also, from June 23, 2015 to June 21, 2016 is 365 days, so as 

June 24, 2015 to June 22, 2016. Since both targets for July and 

August starts on the 22, starting on Kislev 24 Hanukkah 

boundary. Having Kislev 24 in June 22nd seems to be a little 

strange, but Kislev is Jewish September that can be seen as 

June 24. Now we see it matches up June 22 with June 24, and 

May 22 with May 24. Hanukkah 2016 is absolutely crucial, 

because this must be used to connect with 5777 for a 

transformation code of 2015-2016 and 5776-5777, since July and 

August would still be in 5776 as Rosh Hashanah occurs only in 

October. Euler’s number 2.718281828459045 hints of a delay 

method, for the number 1828 is repeated twice. Euler sounds 

“oiler” is by no coincidence being related to Hanukkah’s miracle 

of oil. The repeated identity is of 2.7 Genesis 2:1-3 Sabbath, 

linking 1828 with July as the core reference.  

The 3 Paul’s Shipwrecks prophecy for the end times is 

represented by 3Pi = 9.42477796077, decoded as EVE (5, 22) 

thrice. Through Genesis 9:23 backward-forward method by the 

delay, July is playing reverse with June, and going in advance 

with August at the same time. Even the number 68 itself is 9-11, 

because Elul is September, and Cheshvan is November. Going 

back to June matches the number 3 and 9 as Sivan and 

September are in June’s family chain. August’s family chain 

includes May; thus July with May through August. It is interesting 

to use all three crosses together—June’s family, July’s family and 

August’s family in distinction, resembling the crucifixion! Since 4 

x 3 = 12, each of the 3 families consists of 4 directions. 

3Pi = 9 because there will be 9 shipwrecks upon 3 places—

California, New York City and Israel. 424 points to Genesis 4:24 

as Tammuz, 777 is the crucifixion, 960 wheat pregnancy, and 77 

July and August referencing back to July (July twice). 



Genesis 3:14-15 Pi as 3.1415 judgment against Satan was also 

referring to a future redemption. Therefore, Sivan is the time of 

worldwide judgment and redemption, which is overlapping in both 

July and August, but especially June as it is delayed to July.  

Genesis 7 verse 2, 3, 4, 10 as 7777 equals to 240 by 

multiplication. The number 240th is the birthday of America in July 

2016. As explained America is Pentecostal, and since Adam 

represents the East coast of America, while Eve represents the 

West coast of America, making up the picture of the Bride and 

CHRIST. The meaning of Eve is “night” and is associated with 

darkness, and Adam was sent to the East in Genesis 3. This was 

echoed to Cain who was also sent to the East in Genesis 4, who 

represents Adam partly because both were the firstborn, and 

there are many similarities between Adam and Cain, so as Eve 

and Abel. This is confirming July 2016 Pentecost. 

During December 25th, 2016 will be the 4th Sunday 7777 in Kislev 

25 Hanukkah—the first day of Chanukah. Therefore, all start 

boundary of Hanukkah could extend the Pentecostal date to 

every date as 7777. The 9-11 attack when St. Nicholas church 

was destroyed—linking to Santa Claus and December 25th. This 

is saying that during the time of Christmas period, there will be 

judgment coming. Kislev 25 is equalized to all the boundaries of 

July 22-30th and August 22-30th since Hanukkah is a 9-days 

holiday from the first day of oil that extended for 8 days from that 

SAME oil source, meaning every day would be June 23rd for 

July’s boundary, and May 24th for August’s boundary.   

Song of Solomon 2 mentioned of “come away” twice in verse 10 

+ 13 = 23 is matching July 23rd and August 23rd of Kislev 25; first 

day of Hanukkah. Even though December 25th is often of a 

pagan tradition, and that CHRIST’s birth was not on December 

25th, however it is also linked to CHRIST’s birthday regardless. 

This is referring to the Bride of CHRIST’s birth into her new body, 

for both of them carry the cross and are crucified of the flesh. 



From March 23rd 2016 to July 22nd 2016 is 122 days. From March 

23rd 2016 to August 22nd 2016 is 153 days.  

Targeting Late August 22-30th Possible Rapture 

August is the time of Av, which is Jewish May. The word Av is 

decoded as 122 based on the dual alphabetical system. The 

number 122 is the beginning of the end, because the bible starts 

on Genesis 1 and ends on Revelation 22. It is mind blowing to 

see it is pointing to SE direction, and combining SE + AV = 

SAVE. This is the time of redemption of the church!  

August combining with July creates beautiful fireworks, because 

according to the Ten Commandments, the 7th commandment is 

about marriage, and the 8th commandment is about stealing. This 

is reflecting the time of marriage between the Bride of CHRIST 

and her Bridegroom JESUS CHRIST, and stealing is the perfect 

analogy of the Rapture of the church, because the word 

Paralambano (Rapture) means to TAKE with one’s self, and steal 

means TAKE—to remove someone/ something from a particular 

place; to LIFT and raise to a higher level; picking up and moving 

to a different place; to ELEVATE the Bride of CHRIST through 

the rapture. Stealing is a QUICK process while people are 

unaware, just as the Bride will be shot up to Heaven like the blink 

of an eye. The scriptures said that JESUS is like a thief in the 

night when HE comes for HIS Bride, and a thief always steal 

something without intending to return it back, just as the Bride will 

dwell permanently with her Bridegroom in Heaven. August 

means eternity, exalted and consecrated, and it fits perfectly for 

the Rapture of the church—those who humble themselves shall 

be exalted, and will be glorified in a permanent sinless state. 

There must be a reason why there were 2 thieves on the cross 

with JESUS, and the thieves were against the 8th commandment. 

The pairs of legs were broken from both of the thieves, creating 

the number 1111 as 7777, which is a Sabbath connection. 



August 22 will be on the 4th Monday confirming 1111. The 

number 8 equals to 2, because Cheshvan is month 2 from Rosh 

Hashanah. The number 22 thus comes from 88. On the 7th day, 

GOD completed, rested, blessed, sanctified this day. In Matthew 

24, it clearly points to the season of HIS return—summer. 

Summer is about the sun, which is the number 7. Israel is the 

gauge as always, because it is GOD’S Holy land.  

During the time of summer is very interesting, because it is the 

time when all 4 seasons are merged together. Genesis 9:23 is 

very profound, and it is directly linked to the second Pentecost of 

2015 during June 23-24. This verse is a backward-forward 

method for the calendars. This is a verse about humility—those 

who move forward must walk backward, just as CHRIST who 

carried HIS cross on HIS shoulder to the back walking forward. 

This is also linked to the sin of homosexuality in verse 22, and 

the marker back in June 26th, 2015 was telling us that time is truly 

up, because America had legalized gay marriage nationwide in 

all 50 states, and the number 9-11 came up through the 3 

calendars of the Jewish, Enoch and Elijah’s Tammuz 9 and 

Tammuz 11 during the same day. Late September 23rd will be 

the start of the fall season, and this will be out of summer 

boundary of Matthew 24. Therefore, late August would be the 

maximum summer season for the Bride’s homecoming. From 

July 22nd to August 30th would be 40 days in total, representing 

the 40 weeks of pregnancy for the Bride of CHRIST.  

Genesis 9:23 is a backward-forward method to flip the quadrant 

backward and forward, and the month delaying backward and 

forward creating Psalm 23:4 through Lyar, Sivan and Tammuz 

falling one step from Sivan, Tammuz and Av through the delay of 

the first new moon. Flipping backward is the spring quadrant 

representing a new beginning, forward is the fall quadrant 

representing the fall of mankind, and pointing from July is the 

direction of Australia. The clock is centered in Israel, pointing to 

4:00 Tammuz is Australia—it would be winter time during July in 



this country. Psalm 23:4 was confirmed in 2015 for July as well, 

through the identical 20th of February, March and April.  

Winter time is the time of Isaiah 1:18 when our sins will be 

washed as white as snow. It was pointing to 4:00 and 11:00 at 

the time of March 20th (Genesis 3:20) and April 20-22nd of 2015. 

March 20th is the cosmic event of Matthew 16 that will occur 

during the 3 days of warning before the 3 days of darkness, 

because it was pointing to Norway; the home of the northern 

lights. April 20-22nd was the time when parts of NSW did not 

have lights for 3 days representing the 3 days of darkness, since 

Australia is the world’s most multicultural country representing 

the world. July is the time of Tammuz 4:00, and playing with the 

numbers 11, 2, 7, 4 with Genesis is making some sense too.  

 4:11 now art thou cursed from the earth 

 7:11 all the fountains of the great deep broken up 

 11:4 let us build us a city…reach unto heaven 

 11:7 let us go down…confound their language 

 2:7 breathed into his nostrils the breath of life 

 4:2 Abel…keeper of sheep, Cain…tiller of the ground 

 7:2 clean beasts by sevens, unclean beasts by two 

Tammuz and July exactly points to Newcastle, NSW, Australia 

from Israel’s based clock for a reason! July is the time of 

separation between the sheep and the goats worldwide as 

Australia is an island. From 2015-2016 there were severe storms 

often hit in Newcastle is for a divine reason. Castle means 

“fortress”, and “high tower” referencing Psalm 18:2. The number 

182 is linked to Pi, because MN; 13 x 14 = 182. The bride will be 

given a new incorruptible body, protected and be promoted to 

high places. Pi as MN is decoded as 9-11, showing that when 

June and July are combined by the delay as MN, July is 9-11. 

The 9-11 attack of WTC building 7 fell at 5:21PM confirms the 

delay of the real July in August, 2016. August is the time of Av—



Jewish May. There were 47 levels in that building, once again 

confirming the Pentecostal connection of 7777. Genesis 11 ends 

in verse 9 about the tower of Babel—911 again. Back from 

September to November last year in 2015 was 7777 when 

combining both the original and delayed calendar—there were 4 

times of Tishri in the upper and lower part of the months. 9-11 

represents the end of the end, because 9:00 is 21:00, 10:00 is 

22:00, and 11:00 is 23:00—21 + 22 + 23 = 66 (total books of the 

bible). July and August will be 9-11 as June and July.  

Israel is always the gauge, just as April and May’s double 

Passovers happened in 2016, the true April first Passover and 

May second Passover must be by the Jewish calendar being 

switched to July and August, which are both in the summer 

timeframe of Matthew 24. It happened in April and May for a 

reason as a marker for this. Passover was marked as Pi, 

because the blood door post was a Pi. Therefore, Sivan is 

overlapping in both July and August confirms this. 

Only 8 souls were saved in the days of Noah. Remember the 

scriptures said that this last generation is as the days of Noah. 

The number 8 also occurs in the 8th blood moon tetrad for this 

season, representing a new beginning. Also, JESUS was nailed 

with two thieves! Thieves are against the 8th commandment. The 

death of JESUS represents the transformation of the Bride. 

August is the time of complete manifestation of the HOLY SPIRIT 

and the Bride will be infused as two in one, because July and 

August are merged together by the delay having January and 

February. January and February point to 13:00 and 14:00, which 

is Pi 3.141 backwards in Hebrew’s reading style. The number 12-

21 (those who exalt themselves shall be abased, and those who 

humble themselves shall be exalted) happens as well through 

July and August, because July transits to August, but August will 

reference back to July. One of the reason is to merge the number 

29029 feet of Mount Everest from the double Pentecosts June 



23rd and May 24th (6 + 23 = 29, 5 + 24 = 29) via July and August. 

Since the Rapture is more grandiose than The First Call 

transformation of the barley brides, therefore it is reversed where 

May 24th (Genesis 5:24—more Pentecostal) is positioned in 

August, and June 23rd second Pentecost (Genesis 9:23) in July.   

The reason Genesis 9:23 is Pentecostal, because JESUS took 

HIS cross backward and forward—it was on HIS shoulder 

backward, while HE walked forward to be crucified in humility. 

The Bride also picks up her cross to follow HIM, she humbles 

herself backward thus she will be promoted forward. Shem 

means “name”, and Japheth means “enlarged”—the Bride’s 

name will be enlarged, meaning she will be esteemed from a low 

place through her complete obedience to the will of GOD. The 

garment covering the nakedness of their father, means that the 

Bride will wear a white garment being forgiven of all her sins. She 

will be honored, just as this scene resembles the backward-

forward walking of a high priest’s offering to The LORD. 

Shem and Japheth “laid it on both their shoulders”—referring to 

the shoulders of JESUS and the Bride carrying the heavy 

crosses. Genesis 8 ends in verse 22 confirms August 22nd, and 

Genesis 9:23 is hinting a backward connection with late August, 

since the word “backward” is emphasized twice.  

The book of Song of Solomon 2 tells much, because it points to 

the season of CHRIST’s return. The timeframe is when winter is 

past, and when rain is gone. Winter in Israel is from December to 

March—so they are NOT in the season. The time when there 

would be no rain in Israel is from June to September only. 

Therefore, this is confirming Matthew 24’s summer season, and 

July and August are both without rain. Since the real June is in 

July, real July is in August, and late September will be fall, thus 

July and August would be the target transformation months. 

June to September summer quadrant is a fall quadrant directing 

to the world because it is of the Gregorian calendar, and 6:00 



and 9:00 are resembling the ones pointing to Elul to Kislev 

directing to Israel, because they are the Jewish months, 

otherwise it could also relate to the world for it is exactly the 

boundary angle fitting in the land of Egypt that represents the 

world. The fall season is to be taken as the fall of Genesis 3. 

The barley harvest is normally in mid-April and wheat harvest in 

mid-May according to the harvest in Israel. The barley harvest is 

matching July that flips back a quadrant to April, and the wheat 

harvest is matching August that flips back a quadrant to May. 

April and May are crucial as they were 2016 Passovers. The 

barley and wheat brides were mentioned in Revelation 6:6. 

From July to August would be Jewish month 11 twice making up 

the number 1111 as 7777. The number 22 is significant, because 

11 + 11 = 22 as 7777. Genesis 8:4, 10, 12, 14 speak of the word 

“seven” or “seventh” for four times as 7777. The multiplication of 

4 x 10 x 12 x 14 = 6720. The addition of it is 40. 40 weeks = 6720 

hours. This pregnancy number 6720 is to be seen as 276 of Acts 

27:37. May 24, 2015 to February 23, 2016 Purim = 276 days. 

June 23, 2015 to March 24, 2016 Purim = 276 days. This is 

further confirming July and August are pregnancy months of the 

barley and wheat brides, because both are June and May. 

Both July and August are to be merged for August to reference 

back to July 22nd, since it is a Pi date decoded as 9-11; the falling 

of high places. The 9-11 flights order refer to Israel, California, 

barley bride’s transformation and then New York City will fall. 

Genesis 7 is the most intensive description of the worldwide 

judgment than Genesis 6 and not even Genesis 8. Therefore, it 

shows how important that August and July are to be merged. 

Genesis 7 also consists of the word “sevens” or “seven” for 4 

times as 7777 in verse 2, 3, 4, 10. Both chapter 7 & 8 also 

mentioned of 40 days and 7 days as 47 days in total making up 

7777. The words “forty days” were mentioned thrice in chapter 7, 



40 + 40 + 40 = 120. This is confirming Genesis 6’s 120 years 

being linked to Genesis 7’s 120° direction of Tammuz/ July.  

Further information—please refer to the 1st booklet for June and 

July, which is equally to be seen as July and August. 

 

 

 


